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The Sycamore Inn Prime Steak

House 

"Scintillating Feast of Meat"

Regulars known to expect nothing short of an outstanding dining

experience from The Sycamore Inn Prime Steak House. Whether or not

you're a fan of charred meat, this restaurant warrants a visit for its sheer

consistency to produce a fantastic meal. Its chic yet charming ambiance

makes it a great place for an intimate, romantic date with your significant

other. Seat yourself, place your order, and prepare to be blown away by

the flavor as soon as you dig into your meal. Succulent, tender and packed

with flavor, the food served here never fails to leave your taste-buds

tingling in delight.

 +1 909 982 1104  www.thesycamoreinn.com

/

 info@thesycamoreinn.com  8318 Foothill Boulevard,

Rancho Cucamonga CA
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Unsplash   

New York Grill 

"The Big Apple Meets the Inland Empire"

Aged USDA Prime beef is the highlight at the New York Grill, and the

chefs here know how to cook a proper steak. The menu features other

options like portobello mushroom, crab salad, Portuguese scampi and

veal saltimbocca, as well as other non-steak choices. In addition to the

regular menu, there are always seasonal specials on offer as well, such as

the duck confit agnolotti, which is a duck ravioli in a sherry cream sauce

with caramelized onions.

 +1 909 987 1928  newyorkgrill.com  950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario CA
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Mario's Place 

"Italian Dining"

Mario's Place is great to experience modern Italian cuisine. They put a

contemporary take on traditional flavors with a delicious menu and

excellent selection of wine. Wood brick oven pizzas, pastas, steak and

risotto are favorites. In addition, they host occasional jazz concerts and

open mic nights. Its location, a short distance from The Mission Inn and

California State Building, makes it popular among locals, business

travelers and tourists alike.

 +1 951 684 7755  www.mariosplace.com/  3646 Mission Inn Avenue, Riverside CA
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